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THE COMMUNITY is being asked to provide input into the most effective elector representation 

for the Council area via a Representation Review. 

The Rural City of Murray Bridge Representation Review Options Paper is open for public 

consultation and examines questions such as whether the community would benefit from an 

electoral structure change and/or how people elect their Mayor. 

Chief Executive Officer Michael Sedgman said Councils were required to undertake regular 

reviews to ensure process and structure reflected the best possible Local Government 

representation for ratepayers.  

“A Representation Review gives Council and our community the opportunity to examine its 

present structure, to plan and implement changes, if required, to better reflect future 

community requirements,” he said.  

“The Council has developed an Options Paper which examines the advantages and 

disadvantages of all options to allow our Community to comment on their preference.  

“The Rural City of Murray Bridge is a Thriving Community packed full of potential and working 

collaboratively we can harness its potential.”  

The Review will focus on the number of Council members, retention of existing area structure 

or returning to a ward structure division and whether the Mayor should be directly elected by 

the community. 

Review principles will ensure any changes made will benefit ratepayers and that 

arrangements reflect communities of interest and separation of communities is avoided.  

This Options Paper provides the opportunity for our community to have a say in the number 

of Elected Members and the area they represent in the 2022 Council election. 

The Options Paper is now available for viewing and feedback as part of the public 

consultation process until Friday 31 July 2020 at the Local Government Centre, Murray Bridge 

Library or online at letstalk.murraybridge.sa.gov.au 

A second round of consultation will be held from 24 September to 16 October, before a final 

report is submitted to the Electoral Commissioner for approval and implementation.  

The Rural City of Murray Bridge last undertook a representation review in 2012, when an ‘area 

structure’ superseded the ‘ward based structure’ of Mobilong, Brinkley and Monarto – the 

change has been in place since the 2014 election. 


